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Join the peak body for dance
In New South Wales starting at $33
Champion for dance with Ausdance New South Wales

“As a migrant to Australia, Ausdance has supported and helped me gain
knowledge in the Australian dance sector from finding collaborators, to
supporting new works”- Lucky Lartey
“Ausdance has been instrumental in supporting my projects” – Rakini Devi
“Ausdance to me is the force behind the scenes” – Ryuichi Fujimura
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FOREWORD FROM THE CHAIRS
Elizabeth More AM – Stepped down at the 2017 Annual General Meeting
In May 2017, I resigned as Chair of Ausdance NSW, a position I was privileged to serve for a
decade, and took up the role of Vice-President of Ausdance National as part of a new team to
lead the organisation. It is pleasing but not surprising to see the ongoing success and development
of Ausdance NSW under its new Chair Rebecca Taylor and the continuing fine leadership of its
Director Michelle Silby. One of the great successes and an exemplar for the rest of the dance and
indeed the Arts sector more broadly, has been the joint collaboration between Ausdance NSW
and Ausdance Victoria, now both led by the one Director, Michelle Silby. This offers a range of new
management strategies and opportunities for the dance sector in building the capacity of both
organisations in an effective and efficient arrangement. This year also saw NSW artists enabled
to attend Dance Massive, and both artists and staff attending the National Dance Forum, and
the wonderful Australian Dance Awards. My role as Chair of Ausdance NSW was enabled by an
excellent Board of diverse committed and talented individuals and I wish the organisation further
success in 2018.
Rebecca Taylor – May 2017- Present
It is my great privilege to assume the role of Chair, of Ausdance NSW in 2017, taking over from
Professor Elizabeth More AM. For over a decade Elizabeth has worked tirelessly to champion and
support dance in NSW and Australia, and to guide the continued evolution of Ausdance NSW
into the vital and vibrant organisation it is today. We are pleased Elizabeth will continue to be
an integral part of the Ausdance family through her role as Vice-President Ausdance National.
This year saw Ausdance NSW, with the support of the NSW Government through Create NSW,
successfully deliver programs for the benefit of artists and arts workers across the State, providing
a critical platform for dance practitioners to showcase their work and advance their development. I
would like to thank Director Michelle Silby and the Ausdance NSW team for their continued energy,
professionalism and dedication, and my fellow board members for their support and counsel
throughout the year.
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The Ausdance Network
The Ausdance network is made up of Ausdance National and state offices in SA, WA, NSW, ACT, Victoria and
QLD. Each organization is independently incorporated and not-for-profit.
Ausdance represents your interests at a national and international level through political advocacy for dance in
Canberra, and through national partnerships and projects such as the National Dance Forum, and the Australian
Dance Awards.
The Ausdance Network works to:
•Communicate the valuable contribution dance makes to the lives of all Australians.
•Support sustainable careers through industry partnerships and skills development programs.
•Share best practice standards for safe dance, teaching methodology and business practice.
•Foster international networks that provide career opportunities for Australian dance artists.
•Encourage discussion about the value and purpose of dance by publishing writing, research and good news.
Look for information, resources and publications that support and sustain your practice on the Ausdance National
website: ausdance.org.au/publications

image of Cheryl Stock in Hi-KYO , provided by Cheryl Stock. Image part of Ancestors and Anecdotes curated by Ausdance NSW and Victoria
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About Ausdance NSW
Ausdance NSW has been serving the dance sector for 40 years. Our primary purpose is to advocate for and
develop dance.Dance is a small word that covers a broad scope. We have many services and programs sitting
alongside our broader advocacy work. Dance embraces different genres and contexts: training, research,
performance, productions, education, youth, social inclusion and cohesion, health & wellbeing. We also have
partnerships and programs that specifically work with First Nations people, integrated dance practice (people
with and without a disability). We liaise with Major performing arts companies as well as providing strong
support for the Independent and small to medium dance sector.

Mission Statement
To create, support and promote opportunities for dance in NSW and invest in its ongoing development.

Overarching Goals
1. To champion innovation, creativity and diversity in dance.
2. To advocate and demonstrate high standards of professionalism in the dance industry.
3. To mobilise cooperation in support of dance development.
4. To promote dance creation, presentation and participation.
5. To promote the interaction of NSW dance within the national and international arenas.
6. Ensure the stability and sustainability of the organization.

Strategic Framework
2017 was the second year of Ausdance NSW’s 2016-2018 KPI Strategic Framework Plan. Ausdance NSW aims to see
dance thrive in NSW and all its communities with more people from metropolitan, regional and remote areas being
able to access high quality dance opportunities. Ausdance strives to achieve this by providing advice, advocacy
and dance programs to a range of people, contexts and environments in partnership with others. In order to meet
the vast and multidisciplinary needs of the NSW dance community, Ausdance NSW strives to provide opportunities
and platforms for all dance artists and practitioners, participants and enthusiasts, educators and students and those
seeking social and community engagement through dance.

Key Priorities for Ausdance NSW:
Strengthen sector networks & resource access
•Expand and strengthen strategic partnership initiatives
•Develop / facilitate live and virtual opportunities for engagement and participation across NSW
Capacity building & industry sustainability
•Identify and respond to industry issues and needs
•Provide programs to support sustainable sector development
•Build online communication resources to strengthen sector capacity
•Sustain viable revenue streams for the organization
Access, engagement & participation
•Facilitate and develop programs that enable participation across NSW
•Promote the work of members & the organization nationally & globally
•Raise membership and E-News subscribers.
Advocacy & development of artform & sector
•Provide representation for NSW dance to key government figures.
•Establish mechanisms & programs to support NSW dance initiatives.
Building Ausdance NSW organization capacity & sustainability.
•Strengthening the organization via board & committee’s development.
•Ensure operational, financial, marketing & specific plans are in place.
•Secure sustainable and diverse revenue streams for the organisation & new income streams.
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2018 Innovaiting Dance Practice Recipient Brooke Stamp , image provided by the artist
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BOARD
Prof Elizabeth More AM, Chair,
2007-May 2017
Professor Elizabeth More is the Foundation Executive Dean of
the Faculty of Business at the Australian Catholic University
(ACU), taking up this newly-created position in April 2010.
Professor More joined the ACU University following a period as
Professor of Management and MBA and Research Director at the
Macquarie Graduate School of Management, Academic Director
of Macquarie University’s City Campus, and a five-year period as
Deputy Vice-Chancellor at Macquarie and Canberra universities.
Prior to these positions she was Director of the Graduate School
of Management, Chair of Academic Senate at Macquarie
University, and Managing Director of MGSM Pty Ltd.

Rebecca Taylor, Chair,
Joined 2008, Chair May 2017 - Present
Rebecca Taylor has extensive experience in the arts sector
in management, research, policy, learning & development,
and as a professional performer. With qualifications in social
research and politics, she has worked across government,
tertiary and arts sectors, including research for audience and
cultural development for government arts agencies. Rebecca has
worked as a professional dancer in Australia, the USA and UK,
including the English National Ballet, Connecticut Ballet and with
independent choreographers. Rebecca also has experience as
a ballet and contemporary dance teacher, and has worked with
student outreach programs in the USA. Rebecca currently holds
the position of Head of Strategy & Projects, Performing Arts at
the Sydney Opera House, previously holding positions with the
Corporate and Engagement & Development areas of the Opera
House. In previous years Rebecca has worked with Macquarie
University, Australian Bureau of Statistics, Australian Council for
the Arts and Historical Houses Trust of NSW.

Matthew Pethybridge, Treasurer,
Joined 2016 – December 2017
BMus (UNSW) MCom (Deakin) MBA(Intl) (Deakin)
Matthew has diverse experience from within the Arts, NFP
and Education sectors, with over 15 years’ experience in
operational roles, most recently holding positions as Operations
Manager for Accessible Arts and The Salvation Army. Matthew
brings experience in building and leading multi-disciplinary
teams delivering corporate services and mission support
resources within a NFP context. Matthew provides a thorough
understanding of the financial challenges and opportunities
within the Australian Arts sector, including grant funding,
auspicing and touring. This is enhanced by early career
experience within the Music Publishing and Music Products
sectors.
Matthew’s creative engagement within the Arts sector is also
extensive, having worked as a performer, conductor, composer,
and clinician with professional ensembles in both Australia
and New Zealand, receiving the RNZAF Medal for Services to
Music in 2009 and twice serving as adjudicator for the NZCBA
Championships. Matthew has held Head of Faculty positions
for Wollongong Conservatorium of Music and has served as
Musical Director for over 20 musical theatre seasons in Australia
and New Zealand. Matthew has also production credits on over
40 album recordings, including three times reaching double
platinum status as executive producer.
Joining the Ausdance Board is an opportunity for Matthew
to continue to provide service to the Australian Arts sector,
by contributing to the future strategic development and
sustainability of Ausdance’s thriving dance community.

Margot Branson, Public Officer,
Joined 2015
BCOM LLB LAW UNSW.
With over 20 years of experience as a lawyer, specialising
in banking and financial market transactions Margot brings
extensive risk management and legal expertise to the Ausdance
NSW Board. Currently a Division Director at Macquarie Group
Limited, Margot has worked in premier law firms in both Sydney
and London, including Henry Davis York and Allen & Overy
and also held senior legal roles within the Commonwealth
Bank of Australia. During this time Margot has participated
as a senior executive within those organisations, run complex
transactions and mentored and managed teams. Margot has
a reputation as a commercial and pragmatic lawyer, able to
quickly recognise and assess key risks. Margot has also used her
legal, governance and commercial skills to assist social venture
start-ups through a social enterprise-mentoring program funded
by the Macquarie Group Foundation. Margot brings a wealth
of knowledge and experience from the legal and financial
services sectors. Currently a division director at Macquarie Bank
she is a key member of the groups legal team. Having worked
both in Australia and England, Margot brings an international
perspective to the Board and will be a great asset in terms of
governance and risk management.
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Susan Rix - Board Member
Joined May 2017
Bachelor of Education (Art) - Alexander Mackie College of
Advanced Education.
Susan studied dance with Margaret Barr and performed with the
Margaret Barr Dance Drama group, 1973-1976, and Margaret
Chapple principal of the Bodenweiser Dance Centre, 1980 1986. Her current role as Dance Performance Officer, The Arts
Unit, supports K-12 teachers and students in their achievement
of enhanced outcomes in Dance by ensuring the development,
delivery and evaluation of an extensive range of high quality
dance programs that meet their needs throughout the state.
Susan designs and delivers professional learning for teachers
to build skills and capacities through MyPL registered courses,
aligned with the NSW Quality Teaching Framework. She
produces the HSC Dance CALLBACK Concerts and the NSW
Department of Education’s Public Schools State Dance Festival,
annually, which celebrates dance as an art form in all its
expressions taught in our public schools. She is the current Dance
Director for the Schools Spectacular and has been involved in
the show since its inception in 1984. Susan is a valued member of
the Sydney Dance Company’s Education Advisory Committee.

Kim Walker, Board Member,
Joined May 2017
Kim began dancing with his mother, Margaret Walker AM in his
early years while his dancing career began with the Aboriginal
and Islander Dance Theatre (AIDT) in 1978. He joined the Sydney
Dance Company in 1980 where he was a principal dancer from
1981 to 1990. Kim was the Artistic Director for the Flying Fruit
Fly Circus from 1997-2007. In 2007, he was appointed as the
Executive Director/ Head of Dance for NAISDA and is currently
Chief Executive Officer of NAISDA, fulfilling another lifelong
ambition of being able to help our next generation of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander artists.

STAFF
Director
Michelle Silby continues to lead Ausdance NSW as Director
and Ausdance Victoria as Executive Director. This dual role will
continue to encourage more pathways synchronicity across the
two states and growth of the dance industry.Michelle leads the
two teams through intersection where needed on operstional
and large project outcomes. Michelle sets the organisation’s
strategic direction, leads advocacy, manages key relationships,
advises and inputs to government agendas and policy for the
benefit of the sector.
Manager
Kiri Morcombe continues manage all areas of Ausdance
NSW, including, but not limited to: overarching organisational
operation and planning,devolved funding (IDP), auspicing
services and artist support. Kiri oversees specfic large projects
and program delivery.
Projects and Program Manager (starting September 2017)
Claire Gammon oversees the management and delivery of
Projects and Programs including DAIR, Bridge and Professional
Development courses, providing engagement and networking
opportunities across the sector. Claire works closely with
the NSW team producing events of large scale, supporting
Ausdance’s industry relationships and partnerships.
Arts Administration Officer (until May 2017)
Chris Mifsud oversaw and maintained handling Ausdance NSW’s
general administration, intern managment and aided the team
with event delivery. Chris also offered his dance teaching and
photography to events such as Bridge Early Career Intensives.

Arts Media & Marketing Officer
Jonathan Homsey’s position focuses on media, marketing
and communications for both Ausdance NSW and Ausdance
VIC organisations. He also provides digital media services
across both states including mentorship in 360-degree filming,
membership services, podcasts, curation and art direction across
all digital and physical collateral.
Dance Development Officer (until July 2017)
In this role, Jo Clancy delivered and contiburted to planning for
projects including DAIR, Waste Not, Glance at Dance, Bridge
Early Career Intensive, and individual creative requests, such as
hosting students from NYU. Jo also contributed to consulation
and planning for Big Dance and many First Nations future
projects.
Accounts
Katherine Dubovenko, a staff member of Keeping Company, has
managed our accounts for the last 4yrs.
A huge thank you to the team in 2017 and the interns and
volunteers that have spent time with AusdanceNSW in 2017:
Lexy Panetta
Jade Starling
Alizée Valéry
Genevive Morris
Gina Gonzales

IMAGE DETAILS / CREDIT
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2017 IN REVIEW

Partnerships and Key
Relationships
Ongoing and developing relationships with the following organizations:

Ausdance National and Ausdance state organization network
Ausdance ACT
Ausdance Qld
Ausdance SA
Ausdance Victoria
Ausdance WA
Accessible Arts
Arts, Communications, Finance Industries and Property Services NSW Industry
Training Advisory Board (ACFIPS) for Creative Industries
ACPE (Australian College of Physical Education)
Art In Motion
Ballet Without Borders
Bangarra Dance Theatre
Bankstown Arts Centre
Bankstown Youth Development Service
Big Dance UK and associated organisations
BlakDance
Bloch for Dancers
Catapult and Flipside Project
Campbelltown Arts Centre
City of Sydney
Critical Path
Dance Aeoteoroa New Zealand (DANZ)
Dance Integrated Australia
Dance Massive consortium
Dance for Parkinson’s
Dirty Feet
FORM Dance Projects
Legs on the Wall
Murmuration Integrated Performance Company
Macquarie University
NAISDA
Parramatta City Council
Performance Space
Readymade Works
Regional Arts Development Organisations
Regional Arts NSW
Shiamak Dance Academy Sydney
Sydney Dance Company
Sydney Opera House
The Australian Ballet
The Joan Sutherland Performing Arts Centre
The Royal Academy of Dance
Image from Bridge Youth Dance Intensive,
Shaun Parker and Company
Image by Jamie JamesIStarling
Sydney University
University of NSW
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ASSOCIATED ORGANISATIONS
Ausdance NSW has established and continues to develop support relationships with three
dance organizations based in New South Wales:

• Dance Integrated Australia, led by Philip Channells,
• Murmuration, led by Sarah-Vyne Vassallo
• Catapult & Flipside Project, led by Cadi McCarthy.
The scope of this support incorporates mentoring and coaching, delivery of programs, marketing of programs, administrative and auspicing services and strategic advice.

Catapult & Flipside Project
Newcastle, New South Wales
Based in Newcastle NSW, Catapult dance Choreographic
Hub is a ‘not for profit’ contemporary dance organisation for
professional artists, emerging artists and young people.
Their mission is to strengthen the presence of contemporary
dance in Newcastle, the Central Coast and Greater Hunter,
by creating a hub for dance artists to develop their practice,
gain skills and collaborate across disciplines: extending
Dance Integrated Australia
Byron Bay, New South Wales
Dance Integrated Australia creates new collaborative
opportunities for established and emerging artists from diverse
backgrounds. It provides transformative experiences and high
quality arts skills development opportunities whilst producing
innovative work.
Murmuration
Sydney & Cootamundra, New South Wales
Murmuration is Australia’s pioneering integrated
performance company based in Western Sydney.
Working with a collective of interdisciplinary professional
artists with and without disability, we collaborate with
each artist’s unique perspective, physicality and lived
experiences, to create engaging and thought-provoking
arts and entertainment.
13

Dance Artists in Residence
(DAIR)
Ausdance NSW’s Dance Artist in Residence Program (DAIR)
connects artists to space. This enables artists to invest in
choreographic ideas and/or create new collaborations
without the pressure of having to deliver any end product.
Space is one of the largest prohibitive factors in ‘making
work’ due to cost and availability. DAIR is an overhaul of
all previous residency programs. The aim is to develop
partnerships with different spaces, including universities,
studios, companies and small organizations, to encourage
them to provide space at no charge. In return Ausdance
connects them with the dance industry and community,
artists, choreographers, directors etc., in order to fuel the
dance eco-system.
DAIR 2017 round one was delivered from February through
to May at four venues: ACPE, Bankstown Arts Centre,
ReadyMade Works and and the Royal Academy of Dance.
Round two was delivered from July to December: at
ACPE (Australian College of Physical Education), Catapult,
ReadyMade Works and The Joan Sutherland Performing Arts
Centre.
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A special thank you to all our DAIR venue Partners, without
whom this initiative is not possible.
Australian College of Physical Education
Bankstown Arts Centre
Catapult
Readymade Works
The Joan Sutherland Performing Arts Centre
The Royal Academy of Dance
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Image of Rakini Devi
Provided by Artist

2017 Successful DAIR Recipients
Round 1
Rakini Devi – The Royal Academy of Dance
Sue Healey – ACPE
Matthew Moore - The Royal Academy of Dance
Callum Mooney – ReadyMade Works
Taree Sansbury – Bankstown Arts Centre
Ivey Wawn - ReadyMade Works

Round 2
Mikaela Carr – Catapult
Kristina Chan – The Royal Academy of Dance
Nikki Haywood – ReadyMade Works
Rhiannon Newton – The Royal Academy of Dance
Laura Osweiler – The Joan Sutherland Performing Arts Centre
Sela Vai – ReadyMade Works

Ausdance NSW provided 760 hours of free rehearsal space
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AUSTRALIAN DANCE WEEK

Workshops in 2017

BEYOND THE TRAINING
BRIDGE DANCE INTENSIVES
FUTURE MAKERS AND MOVERS

Australian Dance Week 2017

Australian Dance Week, the first week in May, led a variety of workshops across three different areas of New
South Wales. New Zealand famous voguing collective member, Jaycee Tanuvasa of Faf Swag led a
Voguing workshop in Newtown; Jo Clancy led an Indigenous Contemporary workshop in the Blue Mountains
and Bollywood group Shiamak lead the public through a free dance class and flashmob on the streets of
Parramatta, Western Sydney.

Beyond the Training

In partnership with Critical Path, Beyond the Training in 2017 featured Japanese dance maker Tako Kawaguchi
with his signature Body Sculpting Workshop - sharing the creative process of his performance about Kazuo
Ohno. One of the legendary Butoh founders, Kazuo Ohno enchanted the world over with his dance.

Bridge Dance Intensives

Bridge Dance Intensive provides tools to guide dance artists into a new chapter of their practice no matter
what age. This year Ausdance NSW offered Bridge Early Career and Bridge Youth.
Bridge Early Career was held across five days from 13-17 February, the program included intensive workshops
with leading choreographers and industry sessions covering project development, career management and
daily technique classes by renowned artists from around Australasia. (This was a repeat)
The program was attended by 17 graduate dancers from varying dance studios and tertiary institutions across
NSW and was hosted by ACPE. Facilitators included, Kay Armstrong, Omar Backley-Astrachan, Jo Clancy,
Monica Davidson, Jonathan Homsey, Chris Misfud, Shaun Parker and Dean Walsh.
Bridge Youth Dance was held across two days, 4 and 5 October in response to the demand for youth dance
workshops during the school holidays. The classes were aimed at engaging students in challenging and
inspiring technique classes and ranged from Indigenous Contemporary to Poppin’ and urban dance styles.
The program was attended by 12 youth Dancers from varying schools across NSW and was hosted by DUTI
Studios in Newtown. Facilitators included Jo Clancy, Mathew Mizyed, Vicki Van Hout and Poppin’ Jack.

Future Makers and Movers

Future Makers and Movers (FMM) is a professional development series for dance teachers in schools and
studios. FMM’s first event was a one-day event held in Sydney on 1 December at Sydney Dance Company
studios. Designed as an opportunity for teachers to stay current and connected to top Australian dance
makers and educators in the sector. This first event was facilitated by industry juggernaut, Vicki Van Hout.
This Bangarra Dance Theatre alum and prestigious internationally renowned choreographer guided
secondary, primary and studio teachers through a series of tasks to get students performing, composing
and observing choreography from a new light. Known for her vibrant energy and signature choreography,
Vicki shared strategies to work with young dancers in the ever-changing dance sector. This professional
development brought together a holistic approach to working in dance education. FMM provides tools such
as: choreographic tasks from working industry choreographers, cueing anatomical alignment and supporting
mental health for young dancers. Dance teachers are more than just movement teachers; FMM is for the
educator guiding the next generation to a healthy dance practice both on and off the dance floor.
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Image from Top to Bottom of some of the
2018 recipients: Caroline Garcia, image by
Dexter Cornelius; Annalouise Paul, image
provided by the artist
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INNOVATING DANCE PRACTICE - Devolved funding from Create NSW
The Innovating Dance Practice Grant is a three year initiative of Ausdance NSW to assist professional dance
practitioners residing in NSW to develop and innovate their practice through funds made available by Create NSW on
behalf of the NSW Government.
The grant assists dance artists and practitioners across NSW to provide professional development opportunities
that are innovative for their practice. Six first round recipients spanning metro and regional NSW took on mentorships
and residencies to explore new mediums and deepen their knowledge in research and development in the artform.
They shared a total of $29,920 to undertake their respective professional development activities. The impact to these
recipients is both tangible and non-tangible, with most practitioners establishing new global networks.
NSW Minister for the Arts, Don Harwin announced the six dance artists, saying “NSW has a very strong reputation for
dance excellence, and we are passionate about helping our artists grow their careers. This is a fantastic opportunity for
development and this year’s recipients have chosen some fascinating aspects to focus on.”
Funding is available for any amount between $500 and $5,000, and can be used to cover costs such as
artist fees, materials and equipment, travel (including international travel), venue/studio rental fees, registration fees,
workshops, conferences and documentation.Artists are extending their practice to beyond the physical body. Recipients
such as Brooke Stamp are working with scent designers in New York to create a multisensory experience for the viewer
and Philip Channels is working with design and architecture in Moscow; NSW artists are truly stepping out of their
comfort zone and delving into other mediums furthering NSW’s footprint in the dance sector. 2017 recipients for activity
in 2018 include:
Annalouise Paul will carry out a professional development workshops in Method Flamenco Empirico with dance
professional and mentor Juan Carlos Lerida in Spain during March 2018. During this time, Annalouise will also observe
rehearsals, attend shows and relevant museums.
Brooke Stamp will work with acclaimed New York based experimental Olfactive Project ‘Folie a Plusieurs’ to
explore artistic relationships between dance and scent design, with view to develop live performance outcomes in the
future.
Caroline Garcia will attend the Sinulog Festival in Cebu (Philippines) and participate in Tribal Tour, a cultural
immersion program facilitated by Kularts, a tribal and contemporary Filipino dance company from San Francisco.
Jessica Conneely will undertake secondments with London’s Dance to Health Program and the Green Candle
Dance Company, as well as a six-month mentorship under Kevin Williams to develop a dance-based program for
regional NSW.
Philip Channells will carry out a two-week professional residency project in Moscow with the Garage Museum
of Contemporary Arts ‘Experiencing the Museum 2018’ event where workshops will focus on site-specific interdisciplinary
performance creative processes and the relationships between the body, architecture/design & our perceptions/
perspective from culturally diverse viewpoints.
Raghav Handa will carry out a mentorship in Western Sydney in Indian dhol and Kathak rhythms with Maharshi
Raval, one of the most well-known Indian classical instrumentalists in Australia. Under the mentorship, Raghav will learn
to play traditional instruments to re-interpret their rhythms through Kathak movement.
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Big Dance Planning for 2018
Big Dance is the largest dance celebration
in the world and it’s hitting Australia; 2017 was a
significant planning year for this Big Dance. On
International Dance Day (29 April 2018), thousands
of people will dance together in some of the most
iconic places in the world as part of Big Dance,
hosted by Ausdance Victoria and New South Wales.
Encouraging people to be active through dance, Big
Dance is a free large-scale participatory celebration
open to everyone around the world, for people of all
ages, all abilities and all experiences.
Choreographed by acclaimed Indigenous
choreographer Frances Rings and New Zealand born
Craig Bary, Big Dance 2018 is a simple five-minute
dance routine that anyone can learn – there are
three versions to suit different capabilities, including
standard, seated and free form. In the lead up to
the Big Dance events, the dance choreography
will be taught at a series of free workshops and
also available as online tutorials created by Rings
and Bary with National Aboriginal Islander Skills
Development Association (NAISDA) Dance College’s
Developing Artists.

Rings explains that we are lucky to live in an
incredible country that still emits ancient energy and
incredible culture, “Big Dance will connect everyone
through movement and bring people together to
share their stories and experiences with pride and in
any dance form.”
As people dance across the country, key
Big Dance 2018 events will be hosted in Sydney and
three in Victoria: Federation Square (Melbourne),
Castlemaine and Lilydale (Yarra Ranges) as well
as other locations throughout Australia such as
Canberra, Darwin and Perth. These events will also
feature performances by local dance companies.
The United Kingdom passed the Big Dance
legacy to Australia after presenting the biennial
global event since 2006, led by the Mayor of London
in partnership with People Dancing and a network of
leading dance organisations. In 2016, London hosted
their final Big Dance with over 42,000 people in 44
countries around the world learning the commissioned
choreography to create their own spectacular
performances.
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Big Dance 2018 choreographers
Frances Rings was born in Adelaide, a descendant of
the Kokatha people and is also of German descent.
Frances joined Bangarra Dance Theatre in 1993 after
graduating from NAISDA Dance College. In 2002
Frances made her main stage choreographic debut
for Bangarra to outstanding critical acclaim with
Rations, part of Bangarra’s Walkabout production.
Frances is currently Head of Creative Studies at
NAISDA Dance College.

Big Dance in Australia
•In 2018, Ausdance Victoria and New South Wales
epresent Big Dance (following ten years in the United
eKingdom).
•In 2016, Ausdance New South Wales and Ausdance
eQueensland partnered with Tracks Dance Company
ein Darwin to run a Big Dance event.
•In 2014, Ausdance New South Wales partnered with
eSydney Dance Company and produced events at
eSydney Opera House, Bega and Port Macquarie.

Craig Bary is New Zealand born and a graduate
from the New Zealand School of Dance. Craig
has performed with prestigious companies and
choreographers such as The Royal New Zealand
Ballet, Footnote Dance Company, Lyn Pringle, Paul
Jendon, Douglas Wright Dance Company, Australian
Dance Theatre and Tasdance. Craig choreographed
Pictures of a One Night Stand for New Breed as part
of Sydney Opera House’s Spring Dance Festival in
2009, featuring Sydney Dance Company dancers.
He has also taught Sydney Dance Company’s PreProfessional Year.

Big Dance 2018 aims to:
•Raise participation in and appreciation of dance
•Deliver a dance program that contributes to social
einteraction and cohesion, allowing people to feel a
esense of community
•Share Indigenous and non-Indigenous dance and
ecultures
•To create a short dance work that embodies and
eshares Australian culture using contemporary
epractice
•To increase opportunities for physical activity, health
eand wellingethrough the use of arts to engage and
eactivate a broad spectrum of community members

Pictured Left to Right: Frances Rings and Craig Bary, image by Jamie James

All images by Jamie James of NAISDA
Developing Artists
IMAGE DETAILS / CREDIT
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“I believe dance is for everyone and everyone can dance! Big Dance provides fantastic
opportunities for people of all ages, cultures and abilities to come together to enjoy and
celebrate dance through free workshops and events.”
- Ausdance NSW and Big Dance Australia Director Michelle Silby

Image by Jamie James of NAISDA
Developing Artists
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Throughout the year, the Director Michelle Silby, regularly meets with state and federal agencies, funding
bodies, and key stakeholders such as; Create NSW, The Australia Council for the Arts, City of Sydney,
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In 2017, Michelle Silby became in new Co-converner for The Arts Industry Council of Victoria, who advocate
for the arts sector and work closely meeting regularly with Creative Victoria and The Minster for the Arts.
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These artists were provided auspice for successful funding
generated via auspice fees..
applications:

Sue Healey
Healey

$30,000

Rhiannon
Newton
Rhiannon Newton

$34,140

Thomas ES
ES Kelly
Kelly
$27,500

Carole
Carole Johnson
Johnson
$5309

Image of DAIR Round 1 Artist Ivey Wawn
in Rhiannon Newton’s Bodied Assemblies
which went on to be programmed and
performed at Dance Massive 2017, Image
by 2016 Ausdancer Gregory Lorenzutti
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Working with a detailed benefits assessment, the team is working hard to broker new relationships with different businesses
The
team is working hard to broker new relationships with different businesses and organizations that will be
and organizations that will be able to provide discounted or in-kind services to members, in return for advertising and
able to provide discounted or in-kind services to members, in return for advertising and support.
support.
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